
 

 
The overall objective of the Vision programme is system change through leadership 
development. The national Future Vision programme will be the flagship initiative, but 
we know from experience that even more successful development and tangible 
change occurs when people work on their own locality-based issues.  

As the real ‘heavy lifting' in terms of system change needs to take place in localities, 
we will also be working with leaders in specific areas across the whole of their local 
public sector to help develop and improve local collaborative leadership. Under the 
banner Local Vision we will help them to design and deliver system change around 
the real and current challenges they are facing.  

The Local Vision offer 

Local Vision projects in England will be supported by a mix of Leadership Centre 
Associate time and other in kind resources, made available from our range of 
partners and experts.  

This support will be conditional on there being matched funding from the locality in 
question. We also hope to secure support from other parts of the public sector, so 
that for each locality there is a significant resource to get their Local Vision project 
underway.  

The Leadership Centre will work closely with each locality to help them choose the 
most appropriate approved associate for their particular project and will also make 
accessible a pool of experts from our partners who can support localities on three 
overarching themes; technology/communications; assets and organisation/people.  

Each Local Vision project will be distinctive to that place and therefore will have a 
flexible timeframe and mode of delivery. We would also expect the nature of the 
projects to range in style. At one end of the spectrum for example, could be a formal 
accredited University programme, and at the other, one named facilitator working 
across the public agencies in a place building a coalition of common concern.  

 


